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L&LCS AGM
Saturday 9th November

1.30 pm Accrington Library Lecture Hall

The Society’s AGM returns to the lecture theatre at Society’s AGM returns to the lecture theatre at 
Accrington Library.Accrington Library. The morning walk starts at 10-30 at 
Church Kirk Bridge, no. 112, and will be a short circular 
walk looking at canalside industrial heritage.  

As usual, members of the committee will be seeking 
re-election. Please note that we are looking for new 
members for the committee. The duties are not heavy. 
If there are any nominations, those being nominated must 
agree, and all nominations should be sent to the Society’s 
Secretary at least seven days prior to the AGM. If you have 
any proposals or items for the agenda, these should also 
be sent to the Secretary seven days before the meeting. 
(address on back page) Please come along and support the 
society, particularly if you have any suggestions for events 
or other activities which you think should be organised.

The meeting will start at 1-30 pm, and the room will 
be open from 1-00 pm for those wanting to chat with 

friends and acquaintances beforehand. There will also 
be the usual refreshments.

Membership Renewal
The AGM marks the time for membership renewals.The AGM marks the time for membership renewals.

Please send these to the Membership Secretary whose 
address is on the back page. The rates still remain the 
same at £5 for individuals and £9 for families, with these 
rates halved for the unwaged.

The picnic area which has been built at Church Kirk 
as a result of work by the local ‘Prospects’ panel. The 
halfway marker is on the towpath by the moored 
boats.
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Slide presentation
By the time this newsletter is delivered, the Society 

should have a set of slides which will allow members to 
give a talk about the history of the Leeds & Liverpool and 
the activities of the Society. There are about 50 slides and 
there will be a set of notes giving an outline of each one. 
We hope that members can make use of the slides to give 
talks to local groups and to encourage others to join the 
Society. A second set of slides featuring a trip along the 
canal today is also in the process of being put together. 
There seems to be a large market for slide shows, and they 
could be a useful way of extending our membership.

Heritage Weekend
The committee has discussed the future of the 

Heritage Weekend and has decided that it should be 
held in Burscough for the foreseable future. There are 
several reasons for this. Firstly, most of the ex-working 
boats are based in Lancashire, so that it will be easier to 
arrange a good attendance. We should be able to attract 
some narrowboats as well, so that people can see the 
difference between them and short boats. 

There are several places around Burscough where the 
event could be held, so we can change the venue without 
the necessity for widespread publicity. Hopefully, people 
will become use to the fact that the event is in Burscough 
on the fi rst weekend in May every year, and they just 
have to turn up.

Being based in one town will reduce the time taken in 
organisation, though it may be possible to have a higher-
profi le event every few years.

Finally, Burscough was the main centre for boating 
families on the canal, so we will highlight the importance 
of the canal to the town’s history.

Working party
British Waterways in Burnley have purchased a 

number of mile, half-mile and quarter-mile posts, and 
have asked for help in installing them. We have suggested 
that if we organised a working party for this, it would 
also be useful to undertake some towpath cleaning at 
the same time. We are currently looking for a suitable 
length in East Lancashire where mileposts are missing 
and the towpath needs improvement. It is then hoped to 
have a working party in the spring when other voluntary 
groups can also come along and help. More details in the 
next Clogs and Gansey.

The Canal’s Condition
Do members have any comments regarding the 

condition of the canal. David Shuttleworth travelled 
over the whole canal recently and reports that he found 
it generally in a good state, though there are always 

Events and Happenings
places which need improvement. We now have an annual 
meeting with BW to discuss any particular problems 
which members report, though it is always nice to be 
able to give praise as well. Regarding problems, we need 
specifi c details, as general comments are diffi cult to act 
upon. Hopefully there will be time at the AGM to discuss 
this, but please bring actual problems, with location, that 
can be followed up in detail.

British Waterways would like anyone having a 
problem on the canal, particularly related to personal 
security, reported to them. It is only by building up 
a fi le of such incidents that they can pressurise local 
authorities and the police into helping with improving 
canalside security. For instance, CCTV is being installed 
in Wigan and Leeds in areas where there have been 
regular reporting of incidents.

Traditional Boatman’s Gansey
A pattern for knitting a traditional boatman’s gansey, 

taken from the 1930s gansey held by the National 
Waterways Museum, has now been worked out. One 
gansey has been knitted, and a second is under way to 
check the pattern. When this is complete, the Society 
will be producing a leafl et about L&L clothing which will 
include the pattern. There are also some boatwomen’s 
clothes in the collection at Liverpool Museum, and we 
will be investigating the possibility of photographing and 
documenting them as well.

Membership Leafl et
The membership leafl ets for the Society are being 

revamped at the moment as part of an effort to increase 
membership. We are always looking for suitable locations 
for advertising the Society to encourage new members. 
If members require copies of the leafl et for distribution, 
could they contact a committee member. They should be 
ready for the AGM in November.

Bank Newton Wildfl ower Meadow
Steve Rawson, the local lockkeeper, is not cutting the 

grass on the wildfl ower meadow at Bank Newton this year 
due to personal commitments, so he does not need the 
Society’s help in September. He hopes to continue next 
year when we expect to have a working party to help him, 
together with a barbeque for the workers after removing 
the hay has been completed.

Ribble Link
The Ribble link opened on 12 July and is now 

operating, though not without teething diffi culties. One 
problem seems to be the depth of water over the bottom 
lock sill, and boats travelling to the Lancaster may have to 
stop one tide in Preston Docks to ensure there is suffi cient 
water depth when they arrive at the link. Wide boats are 
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One of the members of Church 
Prospects Group by the half-
way marker on the day it was 
offi cially ‘opened’. The design 
was udertaken by Chrysallis 
Arts, working with local school 
children, Chrysallis Arts is based 
alongside the canal at Eshton 
Road, Gargrave, and they have 
undertaken other similar work 
elsewhere on the canal. The 
panels have designs depicting 
the environment, local 
industries which relied on the 
canal, as well as traditional L&L 
patterns.

currently (beginning of August) not being allowed, but 
it is expected that there will be a trial by one in the near 
future to test the clearances around bends, etc. 

Canal Corridor Studies
The East Lancashire Canal Corridor Study should 

soon be at the consultation stage, with that for the rest 
of the canal in Lancashire following on in a few months 
time. There is also a Leeds Waterfront Strategy being 
drawn up which includes the L&LC from Armley down to 
River Lock. This will become an important document as it 
will have to be consulted nationally by those undertaking 
future canalside planning and development decisions.

Historic Boat List
A list of historic boats is currently being drawn 

up by the National Waterway Museum. The idea is 
to identify those boats which best represent Britain’s 
inland waterway heritage. There are three categories. 
The top one is for the most important boats, and these 
will form the core collection and be given priority in 
regard to funding. A second level contains boats which 
are important regionally and those which are in good 
original condition, while the last level is for boats which 
are interesting, but have perhaps been considerably 
altered or where there are a number of examples.

There are fourteen boats in category 1, and the 
George represents the Leeds & Liverpool. In category 2 
there is Kennet, Scorpio, Lady Fiona (Lancaster Canal 
barge) and  possibly Thomas as a steamer. There are no 
particular boats designated in category 3 for the Leeds 
& Liverpool, though several would be very suitable for 
listing. If members have any comments about which 
boats should be included, they should send them to The 

Boat Museum or to the National Waterways Museum. 
Not all old boats will be on the list, so it is important that 
good reasons should be given for inclusion. Boats on the 
list will probably have a reduced licence fee and some 
help with funding, as appropriate, but there will also be 
some requirement for owners to keep a record of work 
done on their boat. Help will be provided to ensure that 
work is carried out in a suitable fashion.

Craven Exhibition
An exhibition about the canal in Skipton was held 

from May to July at Craven Museum, where Society 
members also gave a slide show and demonstrations 
of traditional L&LC boat painting and ropework. The 
museum was very pleased with the numbers attending, 
and several local people have passed on further details 
about the canal’s history, including photos such as that 
at the top of page 8.

Exhibition of Paintings
There was an exhibition of paintings, several featuring 

the L&LC, in Blackburn Museum earlier this year. The 
paintings were by the well-known landscape artist 
Sir Charles Holmes and they were commissioned by 
Blackburn mill-owner T. B. Lewis in 1928. The paintings 
were loaned by the Trustees of Samlesbury Hall.
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Wide Boat Cabins
The drawings here come from the archive at The Boat 

Museum (D1486.1 & 3). They show the arrangement for 
cabins on Lancaster Canal boats which are different to 
those on the Leeds & Liverpool. On the latter, the sleeping 
accommodation is at either side of the cabin, whilst the 
drawing shows it across the rear square transom. The 
two portholes in the transom often seen in photos of 
Lancaster boats will have illuminated the berth, and 
there were also windows in the raised cabin and in the 
bulkhead between cabin and hold. The Lancaster boats 
must have been much brighter than those on the Leeds 
& Liverpool where cabins on the fl at-decked boats had 
no natural illumination.

The bulkhead is staggered to allow for steps into 
the hold next to the doorway into the cabin, something 
which does not appear on surviving Leeds & Liverpool 
boats. Perhaps this was only possible on the shallower 
draft Lancaster boats on which bulk goods, such as coal 
or limestone, were the main cargoes. It would certainly 
make sheeting over cargoes more diffi cult.

The cabins on horse boats on the Leeds & Liverpool 
were also at the stern and were often single-sided, with 
just one ‘bedhole’ on the starboard side capable of 
accomodating both husband and wife. Children slept 
on the open seat on the port side or in the bow cabin.

One feature of these cabins was the proven ‘cupboard’, 
where the feed for the horse was kept in the dry. Each 
day, enough feed was taken from the cabin and placed in 
the proven box on the deck. There it was wetted so that 
it was easier for the horse to eat.

Cream Curry of Mushrooms, Peas & Tomatoes

6oz button mushrooms
6 oz frozen peas
6 medium tomatoes
2 tablespoons oil
1 oz butter
11/2 teaspoon garam masala
1/4 teaspoon fennel
pinch of salt and pepper
1/3 teaspoon tumeric
3/4 cup thick cream
1 tablespoon chopped coriander (for garnish)
1/2 teaspoon chilli powder (optional)

1   Thaw peas; drop tomatoes into boiling 
water for 10 secs, remove and peel, then cut 
into wedges.
2   Heat oil & butter, add garam masala and 
fennel and fry for one minute.
3   Add tomatoes and fry until softened.
4   Add mushrooms and peas and cook briefl y, 
season with salt and pepper.
5   Add tumeric and cream, and simmer until 
heated through.
6   Stir in corriander leaves and garnish with 
a sprinkling of chilli powder.
7   Serve with pasta or rice.
It makes a meal for two, or a snack for four.

SIMPLE RIMPLE RIMPLE ECIPIES FOR BOATERS
by David Shuttleworth - send your ideas to him!
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The Leopard Award

This was the tenth year of the 
Leopard Award, and this year it was 
given to the Dee which is owned by 
Simon Freear.

Dee was the home for the Moore 
family for many years, and she is 
shown here at Riley Green boatyard 
when it was operated by Doug Moore 
in the mid-1970s. Riley Green was 
always worth a visit in those days, as 
there it survived  virtualy as it operated 
when wooden L&L boats were built and 
repaired. The covered slipway was 
typical of many L&L boatyards.

After leaving Riley Green, Dee 
continued to be the Moore’s home for 
several years at their new boatyard at 
Barnoldswick. By then the conversion was showing its 
age, and they eventually moved off the boat.

After years of use, Dee needed re-bottoming, 
and Simon Freear had an excellent job done after he 
purchased the boat. Subsequently he has built a new 

conversion whose shape matched that of a short boat 
when sheeted up. In fact, when covered with sheets the 
conversion virtually disappears.

The photo shows the stern of Dee, with the other boat 
owned by the Freears, Weaver, on the outside during the 
Heritage Weekend held in 1998 at Wigan. Dare one say 

that a course in ropework and slicing 
might be useful!!!

Winners of the Leopard Award 
have been:
1993 A40, Alan Wilmore
1994 Irwell, Derek Bent
1995 Kennet, Maggie Simms/
Blackburn BC
1996 George, The Boat Museum
1997 Scorpio, The Boat Museum
1998 Weaver, Marilyn & John Freear
1999 Wharfe, Apollo Canal Cruises
2000 Ribble, Barry & Reg Lawson
2001 Darwen, Sandra & Paddy Lee
2002 Dee, Simon Freear

On the right is a photo of the remains of the 
proven cupboard in the only known surviving 
single-sided cabin. It is in one of the boats 
sunk as bank protection below Tarleton on 
the River Douglas. The photo was taken after 
some of the mud fi lling the cabin had been 
removed. The bulkhead is on the right and 
the port side of the hull at the top. The deck 
planking and cupboard door have vanished, 
but the moulded edge to the panelling can still 
be seen. The panels would have been painted 
with two-tone graining - oak and mahogany 
- with the moulding blue, red or green.
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A Forties Canal Trip
Roy Gibbons

Late Spring 1947 - School Holidays - Washing Day 
- Monday morning and still dark. My Dad wakes me up 
saying ‘its time to get up’. This is to be my fi rst trip on 
the A 40, one of the seven British Isles Transport Limited 
fl eet of steel rivetted ‘short boats’, built in 1933 to supply 
Appleby’s and Greenwood’s Flour Mills in Blackburn.

Our Family had been involved with supplies of grain 
to these and other mills in the Blackburn area prior to 
1933. Then, operating Appleby’s own boats (see fl eet 
list on p.9), the crew provided their own horses. The 
boats moored at Ring O’ Bells, Lathom (just east of 
the bridge now numbered 34), that week end would 
probably have been two other B. I.’s: A 36 light, with 
A 37 and A 40 loaded with 48 tons of North American 
grain which had been transhipped in Birkenhead Docks 
for delivery to either Appleby’s or Greenwood’s Flour 
Mills in Blackburn.

Additionally there could have been two of Richard 
Williams’ wooden coal boats, Mars and Joy, both light 
bound for the Wigan coalfi eld at Shevington, Garswood, 
Pearsons or Maypole Colliery loading staithes, plus Canal 
Transport’s wooden boats, Saturn and Neptune, loaded 
for Yorkshire and Lancashire warehouses; all would be 
crewed by boatmen from the Ring O’ Bells area.

Our breakfast that morning was a cup of cocoa and 
cream crackers with margarine and jam. I remember 
thinking the drink was very hot as I was trying to hurry 
up. We also had our wicker basket full of ‘rations’, 
slang for food. It contained tea, sugar, condensed milk, 
margarine, bread, etc.

We have only a couple of hundred yards to walk to 
the boat, where our fi rst job is to beat (light) a fi re in 
the cabin stove. Always on hand was a good supply of 
chopped sticks of wood, plus plenty of coal, courtesy of 
passing loaded boats.

The A 37 has already gone at 4.00 a.m. to keep their 
turn unloading at the mill. Our engine stutters into life at 
4.30 a.m. with the familiar ‘chonk chonk’ of the Widdop 
engines, but it’s in reverse gear, so slow it right down to 
rocking again, then this time it sets off in forward.

After entering service in 1933, these boats operated three 
handed for twelve months, going day and night, and were 
supposed to complete fi ve round trips per fortnight carrying 
50 tons per trip. Following representations from the crews, 
this was amended in January 1934 to working two handed 
(without any night work) to three trips per fortnight.

We set off without any mate, except me, as my Uncle 
George, who used to live next door to us, had moved 
to Shevington, Nr Wigan, since marrying. He will meet 
us at Appley Lock, the fi rst one since the Stanley Lock 

fl ight which raise the boats out of Liverpool Docks to 
canal level.

Our only obstacle before the lock is Spencer’s Swing 
Bridge, now numbered 36 and electrifi ed in the 1990s. 
My job was to open it.  Dad puts me off the boat on the 
foreside (opposite towpath), by the by-wash (canal 
overfl ow) into the Tawd River, to open the bridge. I run 
ahead taking care not to slip. After lifting the locking 
hook on the arm of the bridge, I struggle to obtain any 
momentum. I’m not fast enough and the bridge jams 
at the opposite diagonal corners. Early morning dew 
swelling the timbers causes my embarrassment at not 
having enough strength. With the A 40 coming to a stop 
across the canal, Dad has to give assistance. The noise 
of the Widdop engine right in front of the houses here 
would have been an early alarm call, and it was not a 
good start for me. I manage to close the bridge on my 
own and get back on board to check my fi rst task of the 
day - and that the fi re is going.

Our next big landmark, after the first few miles 
of agricultural scenery in the semi-dark, is H. & R. 
Ainscough’s Farm Feeds Mill at Parbold, now bridge 
no. 37, where they were still receiving grain and coal by 
canal from their own fl eet of long boats.

Now the mill is no longer there, and modern fl ats 
occupy the site. A further two hundred yards on is the 
ninety degree turn right towards Wigan and the Douglas 
Valley; to the left is the site of the former Sheldon’s 
Boatyard and dry-dock on the line of the original canal 
line towards Leyland. As we enter the valley at this point, 
to our left steeply rising is Parbold Hill and, across the 
valley fl oor on the other side, Ashurst Beacon, the site 
of one of the Spanish Armada beacons.

Into the valley, and one of the deepest locks on the 
western side of the Pennines is set and ready for us, 
confi rming that we have a mate for the rest of the trip. 
Years of practice now move smoothly into operation. 

A40
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Attached to the ‘Neddy’ (mast) on the front beam was the 
rope commonly called the holding up or strap rope, used 
for checking both loaded and empty boats when entering 
locks. When the bow of the boat is in the entrance to the 
lock, my Dad puts the engine out of gear, goes in front of 
the engine house and throws the rope up to his brother 
George on the lock side, who then takes a turn round the 
lock side bollard with the rope to halt the boats progress 
into the lock. Meanwhile, on the other side, Dad goes up 
the starboard bottom gate, which in those days had iron 
handles used by both hands and feet in climbing over the 
gate and on to the lock side to close the gate. The strap 
rope is then transferred to the port top gate, which had 
a cleat fastened to it on the outside arm, to hold the boat 
against the top cill. Not too critical in these seventy two 
foot locks for our boat.

Ground paddles are raised and soon afterwards both 
gate paddles, sending water cascading over the bow and 
down along the gunwhales, a regular practice for boats 
hatched over and watertight. The strap rope is adjusted 
tighter as the boat rises and usually the strain on the rope 
gives out regular cracks and squeaks.

Now we have a chance to have a brew, the kettle is 
always on stove, but needs checking regularly so it does 
not boil dry. The three swing bridges along this length 
are usually open, but the smell by the glue works here 
is potent and is known locally as the ‘bone hole’. Uncle 
George has told us that the A 37 is not too far ahead. 
Fisher’s swing bridge see’s my Dad off to set one of the 
Dean Locks for us.

As we approach these duplicated locks, the A 37 is 
taking the inside (towpath side) road, which is slightly on 
a left hand turn. We see that she has come to a standstill, 
having run up on the mud where the canal originally 
connected to the River Douglas. Before she has freed 
herself from this position, we are up and away along 
the outside road. This misfortune has come about by 
delaying shutting down the engine, losing steerage and 
thus control of boat on the left turn into lock. So bar any 
further mishaps we will be in Blackburn fi rst, to unload 
Tuesday morning.

My Father’s back at the tiller now while George has his 
brew, but the kettle has boiled dry, another black mark 
on my report. We pass the Roburite Gunpowder works, 
well stocked up with coal by canal, before we approach 
Crooke Bridge, now no. 47, and Shevington Coal Tip 
which is just getting ready for another busy day loading 
coal for both Liverpool and Wigan destinations.

After Ell Meadow and Pagefi eld locks, as we approach 
Wigan, the scenery becomes much more industrial - a 
landscape of slagheaps and factories. Through Seven 
Stars Bridge, we take a ninety degree turn left to approach 
the  Wigan  Warehouses were there are usually some 

boats unloading or waiting orders. Our bike comes into 
play again as we are waved on for the opposite ninety 
degree turn into Pottery Road Bridge, with Mayor’s 
boatyard and its massive covered slipway full of boats. 
Trencherfi eld Mill is on our left as we approach Wigan 
Bottom lock. We now have two more long locks and 21 
short ones to negotiate over the next two/three hours. 

Lock gates were always left open in those days as 
you would always be meeting boats in the fl ight and 
passing on information on the progress of any others 
on the move. The local fl eets of Dean Waddington and 
Black and White Diamond (Crooke & Thompson) had 
the misfortune to cope with these locks every day. After 
this amount of exercise you certainly enjoyed your 
bacon, eggs and tomatoes once above the fl ight. On a full 
stomach I did not see too much of the pound to Johnson’s 
Hillock locks, as I was asleep in one of the bunks.

Following these seven locks, we are now some 350 
feet plus above sea level, skirting the West Pennine 
Moors, with the Whittle Hills to our left. The main road 
on our right is precariously positioned higher up the 
hillside, amongst a delightful wooded stretch of valley 
scenery. Later this road had to be closed due to erosion 
and instability, resulting in closure and a new  by-pass 
for the village of Wheelton.

At Withnell Fold Bridge is the paper mill of Wiggins 
Teape, still receiving coal by canal for power. Then comes 
J. & J. Crooke’s Boatyard at Riley Green, who have an 
excellent reputation for building boats that sailed well 
on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal.

On the approach to Feniscowles are the local paper 
mills but they are using coal less and less for power. 
Further on are the wharfs at Feniscowles, and the Canal 
Transport Depot here would probably have been our 
original destination that night.

Our changed circumstances warrant us pressing on 
through the urban outskirts of Blackburn and up the 
six locks to the mill, so that we can discharge early next 
morning.

Now after 8.00 p.m., well after my usual tea time, we 
are at last approaching Daisyfi eld Mill, erected in 1871, 
the largest fl our mill in Lancashire owned by Joseph 
Appleby & Sons Ltd., a subsidiary of Rank’s Flour Millers 
by then, as the B. I.s were.

My Father had been carrying grain here, and to various 
other mills in the Blackburn area, with his father and 
brothers since he left had school in the early 1920s.

In February 1933 he joined the B. I.s as third man on 
their fi rst boat, A 36, working three handed, before being 
made Captain of the A 40 in May that same year. Five of 
these boats were built in the space of three months at 
Yarwoods of Northwich.

…to be continued.
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Above: A spoon dredger 
working on the Springs 
Branch in Skipton.

Left: The top of Bingley 3-
rise locks in the mid-1950s 
showing the lock cottage, 
now demolished. It is similar 
in design to the office in 
Leeds, and may have been 
built around the same, 
c1850.

Photo: Rly. & Canal Hist. Soc.

Gargrave, Eshton Road 
Lock with boat 298 in 
the lock. Is the boat 
horse camera-shy, or 
is he more interested 
in finding something 
to eat? The date is 
post 1910, as that was 
when 298 was built at 
Marsden’s boatyard.

Photo: Philip Watkinson

From the Archives
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Photos of spoon dredgers working are quite rare, 
and the one opposite is the best example I have seen. 
The crane was used for lifting the loaded spoon out of 
the water for emptying. Filling the spoon was guided by 
the man at the rear who controlled the spoon by the T-
shaped handle. The spoon was pulled along the bed of 
the canal by the man on the fore-deck. The winch he is 
standing next to was connected to the spoon by a chain 
which passed around a pulley at the end of a wooden 
beam which can be seen lowered in front of him. There 
were two of these beams, one on either side. The one not 
in use is shown in the position used when moving the 
boat, having been brought inboard and lying against the 
winch at an angle of about 30 degrees. Most photos of 
spoon dredgers show both beams raised.

Spoon dredging
The spoon was lowered into the canal by the crane, 

then it was worked into the mud by the man at the rear, 
and then it was fi lled by being winched along the bed by 
the man on the fore deck. After fi lling, it was raised by 
the crane and the mud deposited in the dredger or into 
mud boats alongside.

The dredger is close to the corn mill, seen behind, 
which was served by the canal, and they are probably 
ensuring that the water was deep enough for loaded boats 
to reach the mill. Those that know the Springs Branch 
will have realised that the photographer had to stand in 
quite a precarious situation to take the photo. He must 
have been on the steeply sloping bank on the offside.

Below is a drawing of a Lancaster Canal dredger from 
the archives in The Boat Museum (D1486.2)

Alice                 141 recorded at Blackburn 1922
Bear                  1268 at Blackburn 1923, built Riley 
Green
Bill                    1262 at Blackburn 1922,
Bob                    1273 at Blackburn 1924
Cheetah           1284 at Blackburn 1923, ex L & L C
Cicely               815 at Blackburn 1922
Elizabeth
Isabella           898 at Blackburn 1924
Jaguar              1290 at Blackburn 1924, ex L & L C
Leopard           1287 at Blackburn 1923, ex L & L C
Lion                          Built at Riley Green
Mahanas         1239 at Blackburn 1923
Mary                 998 at Blackburn 1923
Panther           1291 at Blackburn 1922

Puma               1276 at Blackburn 1924
Robert              1133 at Blackburn 1922
Tiger                 1261 at Blackburn 1924
Two Sisters     1256 at Blackburn 1923
William           1035 at Blackburn 1925
Wolf                  Wolf                  Wolf 1271 at Blackburn 1923

A36                    1580 O.N. 162376, built Yarwoods 1932
A37                     1581 O.N. 162377, built Yarwoods 1932
A38                     1582 O.N. 162378, built Yarwoods 1932
A39                     1583 O.N. 162379, built Yarwoods 1932 
A40                     1584 O.N. 162380, built Yarwoods 1933
A41                     1599 O.N. 162395, built Yarwoods 1933
A42                     1600 O.N. 162396, built Yarwoods 1933

APPLEBY’S TRANSIT COMPANY FLEET

From about 1933 became British Isles Transport
Registered number at Liverpool
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The membership of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal 
Society has become fairly static at around 100 members. It 
seems to me that we need a more campaigning approach 
in order to encourage more people to become involved. 
May I suggest a few ideas that might achieve this aim.

The last of the Leeds & Liverpool steam short boats, 
Thomas, is well and truely stuck on the weir at Castleford, 
where it has been slowly rusting away for the last twenty 
years or so. How about the Society campaingning to get 
the Thomas off the weir and restored, eventually back 
to steam. What a sight it would make crossing the Leeds 
& Liverpool again. How about it everybody?

Now that the Savicke Brook-Ribble link has become 
a reality, should there be a campaign to lengthen the 
locks to tarleton so that 70 ft narrow and wide boats 
could make the journey to Preston, onto the Lancaster 
and eventually up to Kendal?

Our member, Roger Lorenz, told me that he has seen 
the 70 ft ex-Ainscough’s L&L boat Burscough 2 rotting 
away in Northern Ireland. Can anything be done to save 
her?

We live in a time when British Waterways are very 
enthusiastic about many restoration projects once 
thought hopeless. Is the Bradford Canal definitely 
beyond hope? 

The Leeds & Liverpool Canal Society has made a good 
start in preserving the unique heritage of the canal and 
we are now starting to see the results. Can we fi re up the 

imagination of others so we can achieve even more in 
the future? Up the Thomas!

Editor: John has suggested some interesting schemes. 
Please come along to the AGM where we can have further 
discussion on the future role of the Society.

On his proposals, the idea of saving the Thomas has 
been suggested to me on several occasions, with BW 
looking into the possibility of Lottery funding at one 
stage. There are several good photographs of L&L steam 
engines and I have other technical information from 
which a new steam engine and boiler could be built.

Another canal scheme would be the construction 
of the Settle Canal, originally proposed in the 1770s. It 
would have left the L&L at Greenberfi eld and had only 
one lock close to Settle. Such a canal would solve any 
water supply problems for the L&L as well as helping 
to open up the Ribble Valley for tourism. It would also 
be possible to build a new canal from Clayton-le-Moors 
down to the Ribble through Whalley Gap. This would 
give access to Preston Docks and provide a much easier 
route to the Lancaster Canal.

I am sure members have their own ideas about similar 
projects which could be discussed at any of our meetings. 
Let su know what you think.

Up the Thomas
John Freear

Thomas at Skipton, with owner Walter Holden 
standing on the bow deck.

Photo: The Boat Museum
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Thomas on the weir at Castleford 
c1996. The crest of the weir can 
be seen bottom right and during 
a fl ood Thomas has fl oated over it 
and into a hole in the reverse side 
of the weir.

Apperley Bridge, 1970, with 
nbs Attila and Princes Anne
on their way back from the 
fi rst Huddersfi eld rally. In the 
background is Thomas which 
was still used as maintenance 
boat by BW at that time.

One of the compound V-
twin tandem engines used 
in L&LC steam boats. There 
were several different types 
of engine, and they were 
all built by William Wilkinson 
of Wigan. He is best known 
for his design of steam tram 
locomotives, but he also 
produced both engines and 
machinery for the coal  mining 
industry.
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Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR. 
01254 395848, email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Secretary
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland, 
Nr. Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089, email: 
MarilynLesley@aol.com
Treasurer
Marilyn (and John) Freear, Worsley Dry Dock, 
Worsley Road, Worsley, M28 2WN. 0161 728 
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COMMITTEE MEMBERSMEMBERSM

Mike Hustler, 10 Meadow Way, Barnoldswick, BB18 
6HP. 01282 816476
John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive, Silsden, BD20 
9QT. 01535 656649
Alan Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, Accrington, 
BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
David & Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old 
Hollins Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane, 
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249

EVENTS & GUIDED WALKSWALKSW

Sunday: 8th September 2002
Meet 11-00 at Parbold Bridge for walk to Dean 
Locks.

Sunday: 13th October 2002
Meet 11-00 at Kirkstall Brewery Bridge No.222 for 
walk to Newlay.

Wednesday 6th November 2002
8-00pm, Mikron Theatre Company, ‘I’d Go Back 
Tomorrow’, Inn at the Wharf, Manchester Road, 
Burnley

Saturday 9th November 2002
AGM, Accrington Library, 1-30 pm.
Morning walk: Church
Meet at 10-30 am at the new L&LC halfway marker 
next to Church Kirk Bridge for an interesting circular 
walk of about one mile looking at the industrial 
heritage in the area

Monday 18th November 2002
Slide show and talk at Chorley U3A, 1-30 pm 
Chorley Library, 01257 481848

Sunday 8th December 2002
Meet 11-00 at Litherland Bridge for walk towards 
Liverpool.

Sunday: 12th January 2003
Meet 11-00 at Johnson’s Hillock Top Lock for walk to 
Riley Green.

Sunday: 9th February 2003
Meet 11-00 at Bingley 5-Rise for walk to 
Stockbridge.

Wednesday: 12th February 2003
Slide show and talk for Prestwich Heritage Society, 
0161 773 6030

Friday: 7th March 2003
Slide show and talk on the Douglas Navigation
Ormskirk Archaeological Society.

Sunday: 9th March 2003
Meet 11-00 at Foulridge Wharf for walk to 
Salterforth.

Sunday: 13th April 2003
Meet 11-00 at Leigh Bridge for walk to Dover Locks.

Saturday/Sunday 3rd & 4th May 2003
Canal Heritage Weekend at Burscough. Full details 
in next edition of Clogs & Gansey.

Sunday: 8th June 2003
Meet 11-00 at Skipton, Belmont Bridge No 178, for 
walk to Kildwick.

Sunday: 13th July 2003
Meet 11-00 at Wigan Top Lock for walk to Red Rock 
and possible visit to isolated colliery canal in Haigh 
Park.

Enjoy and discover the canal’s history with other society 
members on our approximately 5 mile long walks. They 
begin at 11.00am, unless stated above. There is usually a 
pub nearby for lunch or just bring a packed lunch.

 For further information about walks contact
Mike Hustler on:  01282 816476

IWA Weekday Walks: all on Tuesdays at 10-30

17th September
Meet at Greenberfi eld Locks, walk to East Marton.

22nd October
Meet at Ship Inn, Burscough, walk to Sollom Lock.

19th November: Lancaster Canal
Meet at Crooklands Hotel, A65, N of J36, M6.

10th December
Meet Crawford Arms, B5239 near Standish, walk to 

Haigh Hall.

                                                                               The Society web page                                                               The Society web page                                                               

For those with access to the internet, don’t forget 
the Society’s web page which can be found at http://to
wnsleyb.members.beeb.net/llcs/ . Brian Townsley also 
has useful lists for those interested in the geneaology of 
boating familes on his site.


